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It’s been a whirlwind start to the year already and we’re only a few weeks in. I hope
you’ve enjoyed a wonderful holiday season with your nearest and dearest, in good
cheer and excellent health, and wish you an excellent year to come.
With the relaunch of the ABRA look & feel and website, we’ve ended up falling behind on our publication dates last year. We apologise for letting you down and are
thoroughly looking forward to making things right with no less than six (!) editions
of ReLocate this year. We hope you’ll enjoy reading them as much as we enjoy
creating them.
In this issue Katrien Vanden Waeyenbergh reports back from the very active city of
Ghent where De Community offers a platform for expats and employers alike. We
couldn’t kick off the New Year without a trend overview and so we’ve cherry-picked
the most influential trends in corporate communications for 2016: we’re sure you’ll
find them every bit as insightful as we did.
The recent cold snap called for hot soup and soulful chats, and so we sat down for
a heart-to-heart with down-to-earth-diva Nicola Mills earlier this month. You’ll
find the interview on pages 6 to 7. Also, EuRA president Anita Meyer has kindly
reported back to us on the world of HR and global mobility conferencing for this
issue. And in closing we celebrate 10 years of BBF’s Follow Up magazine, bring you
our Members’ News items and of course the ever-popular Society Pages. Thank
you to Antwerp International School for hosting our September member meeting.

cover image: Shutterstock
editorial: Lise Lotte ten Voorde
Katrien Vanden Waeyenbergh
Fiona Klomp
www.illus.be
Subscribe to ReLocate, the quarterly
publication by vzw ABRA absl, online via:
www.abra-relocation.com

Happy reading!
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For print and online advertising
opportunities and rates please contact:
relocate@abra-relocation.com
For further details on becoming a
member of ABRA, please contact:
admin@abra-relocation.com
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De Community Gent
By Katrien Vanden Waeyenbergh

I had the pleasure of attending, for the third time already, the expat event organized by De Community Gent
on Thursday evening 19th November 2015. This year the
event took place in the magnificent premises of the Vlerick
Business School in the center of Ghent. A variety of expats
living in Ghent, around 100 persons, were present. Spoken
language of the evening was English.

and interaction between the city of Ghent on the one hand
and her societal, socio-economic, scientific, cultural, sport
and other stakeholders on the other hand. Its main aim
however, is to further strengthen the city’s image by showing a vested interest and proactive approach to bringing
stakeholders of all shapes and sizes together through regular networking and informative events.

We were warmly welcomed by Mr. Bart Vandesompele,
Managing Director of De Community Gent. Ghent’s Mayor Daniël Termont, was the second speaker. He explained,
based on the questions and suggestions that came up during the previous expat event in December 2014, which was
hosted by the city hall of Ghent, the expat services Ghent
has been working on the last year and the future, foreseen
improvements.

The association is an interactive cooperative platform by the
many organisations in Ghent that believe the city has the
DNA needed to forge an even stronger identity in the international community. “We want to show how attractive our
city is to both the multinationals and the expats that they
employ,” explains Vandesompele. “Ghent is cementing its
place on the destination map as Belgium’s third largest city.
We want people to see our city for vibrant, multicultural and
welcoming place it is.”

Mayor Daniël Termont was followed by Prof. Dr. Barney
Jordaan, who entertained us all with his presentation about
“Surviving in the corporate jungle. What can we learn from
the conflicts in the animal world to solve our differen-ces?”
The lively remarks and questions raised by the public made
for an interesting, interactive discussion. Afterwards, at the
Vlerick’s ground floor cafeteria, an unconstrained networking drink was organised. The many expats in attendance,
both from Ghent and other cities, were able to mingle with
the stakeholders and sponsors of De Community Gent present that evening.

The platform functions as a table for Ghent where people
can meet around different themes. With its 7 structural
partners and over 50 member organisations, these topics
span the broadest of ranges. Visualise the activities of its
member organisations as a four-leaf clover if you will:

Again, De Community Gent’s effort to set in place an event
especially focussed on its expats has been a real success.
Next up is the “Expat New Year’s Drink” on Monday evening 25th January. Around 100 expats have subscribed to this
event and De Community is looking forward to it.
The association was created back in May 2013 and comprises three main partner groups: Expat Community; Jong &
Wijs (Young and Wise) and Wijze Vrouwen (Wise Women).
In the future, other groups might be created in function of
specific needs, Vandesompele tells us.
It was created as a meeting place for co-operation, exchange

“Expats who come to live and/or work in Ghent will always
be made to feel welcome and contribute to the openminded spirit that our city has become known for,” Vandesompele summarises.
Visit www.decommunitygent.be for further details on their
work and upcoming events.
RELOCATE
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Key Communications Trends
Our top picks for you

Any agency worth their salt has forecast their top 5 (or
10, or 20) corporate communications trends for 2016. And
varied as they may be, there are a handful that keep coming back, serving as the backbone for all the greater and
smaller trends to watch. From your brand story and how
you choose to tell it, to increased security and reliance on
the cloud, we’ve selected our top picks for you.

Master of the Universe

Where last year content was king, this year it has officially
become Master of the Universe. Keyword-laden websites
and articles have been in the doghouse ever since Google’s
2011 Panda update, and with the rolling-out of the Hummingbird platform in 2013 even more attention is being paid
to each word in a query, ensuring that the whole query - the
whole sentence or conversation or meaning - is taken into
account, rather than just particular words. The idea being
that pages matching the meaning do better in search engines, rather than pages matching just a few words. This has
put the onus squarely on producing relevant, interesting
content that engages audiences across the board.
Additionally, consumers have become significantly better at
spotting the meaninglessness of ‘cheap’ content, recognizing a lack of purpose in your message within seconds and excluding you from the content they wish to consume. Sharper
positioning of your brand, the focus of your message, cutting through the clutter, condensed and more to-the-point
FEBRUARY 2016

content is the key to communicating online in 2016. Connecting your inner value system holistically with your audience will increasingly provide guidance and direction for
how you create your content: authentic, engaging and from
the inside out.

Emotional Marketing

Another big trend in the world of corporate communications
is brand storytelling. According to the Brand Storytelling Report 2015 by Headstream, more than a half of consumers
are more likely to buy a product if they really love the brand
story. People want to hear stories about real humans, stories they can relate to. Relevant stories that speak to consumers make brands meaningful. On top of that, they can go
viral, giving brands organic recommendations that are more
trustworthy than any other corporate messages. Emotional
marketing helps businesses to stand out in the highly competitive market.
Apple, for example, don’t sell computers. They offer a way
of thinking and a challenge to the status quo by making
their products beautifully designed, simple to use, and userfriendly. It just so happens that they fulfil this vision by making computers. Coke doesn’t sell softdrinks, they offer happiness, Samsung doesn’t sell mobile phones, they give you
emotions and moments. Redefining your marketing strategy
in 2016 can change the way people perceive your brand and
bring them around to your offer.
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for 2016
Rise of the Social Influencer

That said, customers often trust peer recommendations
more than a company’s sales message and curating user
generated content (UGC) will become an increasingly important marketing activity. Internet users are more willing
to trust a favourite blogger rather than a recommendation
from a brand, making bloggers and other social influencers
exceptionally powerful in the shaping of consumer opinions.
Of course, word of mouth has always been a valuable source
for customer acquisition and retention. However, with social
media development it moved to a different level.

Conversation Starters

The traditional sales message is not the only way to gain attention for your brand as we move beyond the traditional
publisher/advertiser relationship in 2016. By sponsoring
great content, wherever it lives, brands are no longer reliant
on display ads and banners to generate awareness. Instead,
they can be associated with genuinely engaging videos, imagery and interactives which work on the platforms their
audiences are using. Sponsoring content associates a brand
with the site and topic at hand. Native advertising allows
brands to develop their own content which looks and feels
like a piece of journalism.
We’ll also see more companies partnering with industry
peers and organisations with common goals to share knowledge, start conversations, work on projects and campaigns
together, and to generally increase the breadth of communications within the world they operate in.

Thought Leadership

Hot on the brand story’s heels is the increasing priority of
thought leadership. Thought leadership is a newer marketing trend where business leaders and companies position
themselves as experts in their area of business, which in
turn serves as a great framework for related PR tactics and
campaigns. From the publishing of white papers to appearing as a keynote speaker or putting yourself out there on
LinkedIn with well-written opinion pieces, thought leadership is fast becoming a great way to get yourself and your
company noticed, so make sure you get your story straight,
keep your content original and most of all, be engaging.

Continued Shift Towards Mobile

With more communication taking place over the web, traditional communication tools have become increasingly obsolete. In addition to ensuring your business contacts’ information is available at all times, the real benefits of mobile
devices are seen in the applications that they run.
According to Techcrunch there are now over 2 billion deskless workers in the global workforce, outnumbering desk
workers 3 to 1. Collaboration platforms and productivity applications are supporting this trend towards remote working

by allowing staff members to conduct business on the go as
long as they have internet access.
These types of tools give employees access to business data
and CRM platforms via almost any mobile device. Thanks to
the power and versatility of mobile platforms and devices,
the increased adoption of enterprise mobility is able to continue without hindering any business processes or negatively impacting employee performance.

Increased Reliance on Cloud-Based
Solutions

This increased mobility provides an opportunity for cloudbased communication solutions to prove their worth. Many
companies are already employing cloud technology because
of its reduced cost and easy implementation. However, leveraging this technology’s capabilities will become necessary
for companies who want to remain competitive.
Hosted real-time communications provide a superior business communication solution and integrating this technology with existing CRM software gives client-facing employees, such as sales staff, customer representatives, or office
executives, a single place to access client data to manage
customer interactions seamlessly. This level of service enhances customer experience while improving business efficiency. It also offers the added benefit of allowing employees to log onto the back-end systems on any device, even
if their company-issued hardware is not accessible at that
time.

Bigger Emphasis Placed on Enterprise and
Cloud Security

While this notion is nothing new, maintaining enterprisegrade security will be as important as ever in 2016. With
organizations continuing to migrate towards mobile and
cloud solutions, the increased number of associated devices
means more potential breakpoints.
Recent high-profile cyber-attacks have highlighted just how
exposed any system network can be. The technological progress that continues to provide us with new business tools
means that new opportunities continually arise for hackers. Each new technology has its vulnerabilities that must
be identified and secured, and the rapidly-changing threats
to communication applications require dedicated efforts to
ensure the continued integrity of sensitive business communications.
And finally, we predict this won’t be the last set of trend
predictions you come across this year!
Sources: smartinsights.com; newsweaver.com; tech.co;
addison-group.net; forbes.com; cotap.com; headstream.
com; brandaffairs.com; hotwire.pr.us
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The Down to Earth Diva
By Lise Lotte ten Voorde

Every professional branch has its opportunities abroad and
the arts are no exception. Not every expat, however, has
a team of professionals at his or her disposal when they
cross borders for a new professional challenge. Some people just venture out and make do by trial-and-error... and
a lot of socialising.
Soprano Nicola Mills (1976, Lancashire, GB) knows all about
facing the big unknown. Besides singing in the chorus of the
Vlaamse Opera, Nicola’s also known as The Down to Earth
Diva. We meet at a wine bistro just around the corner from
where she lives in the Antwerp Zuid area. It’s a lovely December day; pale blue sky outside, the warm guitar sounds
of Django Reinhardt on the loudspeakers indoors.
I half expect her to show up wearing the polka dot dress she
features on her website, but today I get the ‘real’ Nicola.
“Putting on that dress helps me switch to my singing mode
and being a singer. A colleague gave it to me about a year
ago. I had to go to rehearsal, so I couldn’t try it on right
away, but all I could think was ‘I hope it fits!’ It’s funny,” she
says, “because that’s how it all sort of started.”
A different world
Nicola has been venturing out as a solo artist for years, singing for charities, events and, more recently, with a group
of singing waitresses in a surprise flashmob act. However
when she’s not at the opera, you will often find her singing
arias on the streets of Antwerp. Why would someone with
FEBRUARY 2016

a day job risk a cold? Out of love for singing and wanting to
bring opera to people who don’t normally visit the theatre is
the more superficial answer. The underlying reason though,
is of a more personal nature. “My anxiety was stopping me
from enjoying my solo career and I was getting more and
more frightened to do it. I couldn’t perform anymore; I was
scared to face an audience, scared that no one would want
to listen. It was time to face my fears, so when I saw someone in Brussels do it, I thought ‘I can do that too’.”
It wasn’t the first challenge on Nicola’s path to becoming
an opera singer. “I come from a working class background,”
Nicola tells me over a bowl of soup. “We didn’t have a lot
of money and I was the only one with any musical talent.
Luckily there was a great musical centre that I could go to. I
was seven when I started playing the trombone, but after a
while it became clear that I really wanted to sing. Even then
I was battling shyness, but at some point I decided to join
the choir and I absolutely loved it. One of the teachers, Barbi
Hankinson-Parr, thought I had talent and she offered to give
me free lessons. I was fifteen by then.”
Hankinson-Parr was crucial to Nicola, because she encouraged and helped her enter competitions, exams and, ultimately helped her to get a place at The Royal Scottish Academy of Music & Drama in Glasgow. “I didn’t even know it
existed! It was such a completely different world and I threw
myself into it. I knew then that I was going to be a singer.”
After graduating her fears started to come back however,
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and Nicola decided to play it safe: she went back to the
North of England to get married and become a singing
teacher. “I did keep singing, but never fulltime. There
were too many battles going on in my head and I was
just too scared to really go for it. I was afraid of failure.”
It was a week of concerts for elderly people in homes
that made her realise she had to give up teaching: “My
heart needed to sing,” Nicola emphasises. “I left my
husband because I realised I could never live the life I
really wanted to live if I stayed.” She was thirty by then.

“I trust life will take us
where we need to go”
Dramatic high
An audition landed her at Glyndebourne Festival Opera, ‘one of the most renowned opera houses in the
world’. “I moved to London and finally started living the
life I’d always wanted.”
After London came Amsterdam. She felt that it would
be good to move to a different country and experience
a different language, so she secured a place at the Opera Studio in Amsterdam. “I wanted to live somewhere
else and my gut told me to ‘do it now or it will never
happen.’ The course itself was disappointing, but I had
a small salary, the opportunity to work abroad and to
experience a new culture. The move led to work all
around The Netherlands, starting with Dutch National
Opera and then a debut at Het Concertgebouw. I enjoyed so many good experiences whilst living there. I
was always worried that I had left it too late to really
make it work as a singer, but since leaving my husband
I’ve never been out of work as a singer. I’ve been a full time
singer now for 10 years. My worries were for nothing.”
Nicola’s life reached a dramatic high when her Dutch partner left her. “It broke my heart.” She joins her hands in front
of her heart, while rolling a pair of dark brown eyes to the
ceiling. “I didn’t know what to do but I always trust life to
take us where we need to go.” Her answer came in the form
of a contract with the Vlaamse Opera in Antwerp. The permanent job finally gave Nicola the solid base she needed. “I
really didn’t want to start over once again, but moving here
has turned out to be one of the best things I’ve ever done. I
could hide in the choir on the one hand and build a life, healing myself and finding a better balance on the other. After
Amsterdam and London, Antwerp was such a relief. Life is
slower here. It’s the perfect place to turn from a caterpillar
into a butterfly.”
Christmas Carols
Nicola was preparing for her first solo concert as The Down
to Earth Diva, around the time she decided to make her debut on the Antwerp Meir. The show became a story of her
life with recordings she remembers from her childhood that
have helped shape her as the singer she is today. The theatre needed some pictures “and that’s where the dress came
in. It fit my body and my goal perfectly. Somehow everything started to piece together: someone wanted to help me

with a website, I was advised to make a flyer and cards, and
bought an amplifier and microphone. Everything pointed in
one direction: go out there and sing.”

“Antwerp is the perfect place to turn
from a caterpillar into a butterfly”
With her solo performance, Nicola found a way to unite her
inner diva with her more humble, grounded alter ego, appealing to both opera lovers and passersby that would never
set foot in an opera house. “I still have my anxieties but I enjoy singing solo again. I really love giving to people, making
them happy by singing and healing myself all at once. I feel
that’s my role; my way of contributing to a better world.”
Before Nicola rushes of to sing Christmas carols on the Meir,
she admits to missing friends and family. “I love it here, but
I will try to create more opportunities to sing in England so
I can be with them more often. If I can sing on the streets
here, I can do it anywhere! If there’s one thing I learned it’s
this: face your fears, you never know what might happen if
you do.”

www.thedowntoearthdiva.org
www.facebook.com/thedowntoearthdiva/
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The 2015 EuRA Report
By Anita Meyer and Lise Lotte ten Voorde

The autumn traditionally offers a rich amount of conferences and conventions, and 2015 was no exception. Since
Anita Meyer (director / founder of am&pm relocation) became president of EuRA her schedule has been filled to the
brim. For this issue of ReLocate Magazine she shares with
us her personal highlights and impressions of what’s happening in the world of global mobility conferences.
Tendencies
Shorter, condensed, more dynamic; that’s how Anita Meyer
would describe the evolution in the way events are set-up
nowadays. The ‘Ignite’-principle - probably derived from Pecha Kucha - is one of the many positive changes. Speakers
get five minutes during which they can show fifteen slides
of twenty seconds each. The speed inspires a subject that’s
close to the heart and ensures a lively presentation of a wide
subject range, not necessarily related to relocation.
Visiting various events around the globe also sheds light
on tendencies within relocation. Where in the past years
digitalisation and compliance were important issues, this
year social values and care for the climate are high on the
agenda. John Mackey, co-founder of a successful supermarket chain and author of Conscious Capitalism, writes that a
successful company makes profit on the one hand and cares
for its surroundings on the other.
Meyer notes that translating this to the relocation business
will take some effort, especially when it comes to the prod-
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ucts. Yet there are some examples of good practice. A large
global company, for instance, obliges its personnel to spend
three days a year making an effort for our planet and its people and to show proof of that. Another company engaged
orphans for small chores around the company and a Chinese
CEO asked a widow to cook him and his staff a fresh, healthy
lunch every day. In Sweden there’s a green housing service
who shows its clients around on foot and treats them to a
healthy, vegetarian lunch.
National Relocation Conference, London
September 10, 2015
The NRC is a one-day conference organized by the Association of Relocation Professionals (ARP). The dynamic program
comprises 30-minute sessions on compliance, immigration,
sales strategies and ‘moving stories’ from the removal industry, with here and there a Just a Minute presentation.
Pickford Move Manager for example, the largest moving
company (in business for a hundred years), and ACS, the
largest international school in London, were each given five
minutes to present themselves.
The plenary session was titled Vision Meets Reality and featured the best-known characters in the UK relocation industry. A panel of two relocaters, a mover and an apartment
service, shared how they envisioned their companies five
years ago and how they’ve actually turned out. In some cas-
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es vision and reality were worlds apart. The
audience is always keen to listen when such
experienced speakers are on the stand.
Two especially inspiring individuals were
keynote speaker Dave Coplin, Chief Envisioning Officer for Microsoft (he plays the
role of fortune-teller for Microsoft, see
www.theenvisioners.com) and a wakeup-after-lunch speaker, Nicola Cook, Chief
Opportunity Officer of Company Shortcuts
(www.companyshortcuts.com )
A few quotes from Dave Coplin to trigger
your curiosity:
- Work is an activity. It’s something you do,
not something you go to (work). Choose
any best place to do it from;
- Emptying your inbox cannot be the goal
of the day;
- Unbox your inbox: email is where information goes to die;
- TLDR: ‘too long, didn’t read’: keep your messages short.
Nicola Cook, talked about sales strategies, the difference
between products with a short life span (like yoghurt) and
wholesale products (like tires) and how they differ from
the sale of services. If you’re trying to sell a specific service
like relocation, which can sometimes feel redundant to HR
people, it all comes down to relationships. You may have to
know people for years before they place their first order.
Nicola advises to:
- Win mindshare: be visible, in the right way (adapt your
technique to your product);
- s’marketing: combine sales and marketing, preferably via
internet;
- 75% of purchasing decisions are taken before the potential
customer contacts you.
Zukunft HRM Expo, Cologne
September 16-17, 2015
It was the first time that EuRA was invited to participate at
what is considered to be the biggest trade fair for HR management in Europe. Given the well-known abyss between
HR-people and relocaters, the invitation to partake in this
event was a great opportunity, and somewhat of a milestone, to draw attention to the available relocation services.
EuRA was assigned a secluded office space and pressroom
where the 15.262 attendees were invited to come in and ask
questions about relocation.
“Since EuRA did not know what to expect as a first time attendee, and the visitors were not sufficiently aware of our
presence, the opportunity was not fully utilised. For the next
edition we will properly prepare advance marketing via Internet,” says Anita Meyer.
Visit www.zukunft-personal.de for an impression of the
event.

above: the EuRA board get into the swing of things
overleaf: thank-you painting by the orphanage that was supported
through the charity auction at the 2015 Porto Conference

Salon RH Suisse, Genève
September 30 – October 1, 2015
Another first: the workshop presentation EuRA held at the
annual Human Resources exhibition in Geneva. The exhibition welcomed 2.736 visitors to 185 exhibition stands, and
lots of interesting short, practical sessions, organised in
speakers corner structures all over the exhibition area.
EuRA received great interest from the audience. Some of
the topics that were addressed: is it a global trend for expatcontracts to move from long term to short term? (Yes) What
do European or global memberships add to being a member
of a national relocation association? (A broader view on relocation issues. In China, for example, each year three new
international schools open. That’s interesting information
you wouldn’t know otherwise.)
Anita Meyer presented EuRA together with Sabine Baerloche of Active Relocation and former president of SARA,
the Swiss Association of Relocation Agents. They focused on
the benefits of working with relocation professionals (save
yourself some trouble) and the pitfalls if you don’t.
The EuRA presence certainly enhanced the visibility of the
association and awareness of the necessity to work with accredited EGQS holding members. Quite a few people in the
audience approached Sabine and Anita for more information on relocation, on training, on quality seals and more.
Executive Briefing, Boston
October 6, 2015
One day before the World Employee Relocation Council in
Boston, networking guru Ed Cohen organized one of his famous networking events. Cohen is founder, owner and driving force behind the Global Business News Media. He has a
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radio station exclusively on the topic of relocation and earns
a living by setting up lunches where HR-people meet with
parties who’d like to sell their goods to HR-people.
The program included short presentations by and about the
sponsors of the event. For example: a young man who took
over his father’s moving company and a presentation on cultural trainings and how aspiring expats should be screened
to establish if their families can cope with having him or her
gone for a long period.
A panel of speakers comprised of relocaters, removal companies, Cost Of Living Allowance calculators, temporary
housing companies, cultural trainers and corporates were
presented a set of questions which enabled them to give
their opinion on the same subjects, from a different point
of view:
- What’s your strategy for developing young leadership?
- What’s your strategy for growing market-share across borders?
- What new techniques and technology are you developing
for enhancing customer services and talent engagement?
Food for thought for both panel and attendees, resulting in
an exceptional networking event with lots of useful information and eye-openers.

World Employee Relocation Council (WERC), Boston
October 7 – 9, 2015,
“As president of EuRA I will limit my report to the EuRA cocktail in the Marriott on October 8, even though it was a vibrant, maybe the best ever WERC, conference,” says Meyer.
“The bar was on an intermediate level, with easy access and
visibility, and ample place for networking for the many EuRA
members and friends who attended. The EuRA cocktail is
becoming a popular event at the annual WERC. Every year
we have to look for a bigger room to accommodate the attendees. CORT was the main sponsor for the 3rd year in a
row. Thank you Ken Barron & team.”
“Almost the entire board of EuRA was present, and we took
the opportunity to invite everybody and his little brother to
the Malta EuRA conference in April 2016. All board members were sporting the blue sunglasses, the EuRA goody bag
item that will be sold in support of the charity of the year.
Just as in previous years, we are looking for a local charity
in Malta. It’s such a lovely feeling when the destination is
tangible.”
The 2016 EuRA Conference takes place in Malta from April
19th to 22nd. Book your place online by visiting the EuRA
website: www.eura-relocation.com

The really warm and positive
atmosphere, coupled with a variety
of in and outdoor activities, makes it
the ideal place for Benjamin to feel
happy among his new friends and
to be cared for in the most optimal
way by the wonderful BSB staff.”
Lysanne and Benjamin
(who chose BSB’s Early Learning &
Development Centre - Kindercrib)

JAN-FEB 2016

• 1,350 students fro
m ages 1-18 years
• 70 nationa lities
• British-based curr
iculum up to age 16
• Students aged 16-1
8 years - on ly sc hool
to offer A Levels, IB
Diploma and BTEC
French/English biling
ua l education ava ilable
for ages 4 -14 years
• Outstand ing academ
ic results
• Wide choice of extr
a-curricular activities

For more information visit

www.britishschool.be
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10th Anniversary Follow Up
By Paul Sillers, London Business Correspondent
Despite living in a digital world, the demise of print has
been greatly exaggerated. Belgium’s leading serviced
apartments specialist BBF has been successfully using an
in-flight magazine format to connect with, entertain and
inform its expat client-base about all that Brussels has to
offer - and much more.
As a species, humans have quickly evolved - within a generation we’ve become multi-channel consumers of data which
we use to make efficient use of our time - both in and out of
office hours. With many executives
often glued to their laptop, tablet
and smartphone screens throughout the working day, the traditional
format of the printed page can be a
sight for sore eyes when BBF tenants
get back to their apartment after a
hard day’s work.
So, back in 2003, BBF had a “Eureka
moment” and decided that when it
came to providing tenants with practical information covering the day-today servicing needs of the property,
intel on local retailers and amenities - as well as details of Brussels
cultural sites, eateries and trending
social venues, a format that might
unify lots of diverse information into
a digestible and user-friendly oracle
is that of in-flight magazines. Follow
Up’s format, offering bite-sized nuggets of local insight, really chimes
with tenants across the 1600 properties in BBF’s Brussels portfolio, informing readers about
products and services focused around the needs of Brussels’
expat community.
Keeping Follow Up’s content relevant for a wide spectrum of
readers means listening to tenants and carefully incorporating the valuable input of BBF’s partners who offer pertinent
services and products. BBF’s Marketing Manager Bernard
Kerkhof explains that these partners “have a fresh view on
what’s going on in this niche. But with such a broad range of
tenants it’s not always easy to please everyone with relevant
information.” He says that BBF therefore “encourages our
customers and readers to give us feedback and tips in order
to present the best objective picture of what is going on in
the Brussels expat community.”
The editorial challenge is to juggle a vast array of information
about Brussels’ diverse cityscape. So how does Follow Up
balance its coverage of local facilities, trending venues and
must-see locales in the city? Kerkhof points out that “one of

the main reasons why we created Follow Up was to inform
new tenants at BBF about the area in which they were residing. Information was given about local retailers, amenities
and the areas were explained to newcomers.” However, as
information relevant to the expat community came to light
about new hotspots and events in Brussels, this augmented
the content of Follow Up, evolving it into a magazine that
extends the relevancy and scope of its content: “Today we
want to create a balance in giving information about what’s
trendy and appealing in Brussels for expats - events, services, hotspots, cultural events, sports
events - but also practical information such as tips on public transport,
health care, financial, insurance, immigration and tips to integrate in the
expat community and having a hassle-free stay in Brussels.”
Follow Up recently added an “Interview with an expat” section, profiling
a randomly-selected BBF tenant and
getting their perspective on Brussels
life amidst the expat community.
Looking towards 2016, Kerkhof reveals that BBF will complement the
magazine with plans “to restyle our
corporate website in 2016 and make
it responsive. A direct booking tool
will be the main feature as well as the
login for tenants and companies. By
logging in, the tenant will enter a partition on the website that will show
personalised information about their
rental period with BBF”. The revamped portal will also provide the expat community with information about partners
who offer services/products, mirroring the content available
in Follow Up.
As it publishes its tenth edition, BBF highlights the magazine’s central role in its ongoing brand communications:
“We think that Follow Up will take a more prominent position in what we offer as a marketing tool for our partners, to
enable them to advertise their services, as we not only want
to reach our residents but also the people who arranged
their stay with BBF: HR, Global Mobility Buyers, Relocators,
international companies and organisations. Follow Up will
keep on being printed every year but will also be digitised
and presented in a personalised way to each of BBF’s customers via the MyBBF login on the website.”
To get in touch with Follow Up’s editorial team, contact
BBF’s Marketing Department at marketing@bbf.be or call
+32 2 705 05 21, then select ‘marketing’.
RELOCATE
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Illus on the move

New products and publications by AIRINC

Illus Communications has joined forces with Studio Gloria
(responsible for the ABRA redesign) in order to offer an
even more extensive range of services in copywriting,
communications and graphic design. A redesign of the Illus
logo and website are underway now that their office move
has successfully taken place!
New address: Helmstraat 139b, 2140 Borgerhout

Salary Evaluation Tool and Host Pay Calculator: Many
companies are bridging local talent gaps globally by
transferring employees from other markets. How much
should you pay in the host market? What is the economic
impact on the employee? Using AIRINC’s decision tools, you
can evaluate and assess your host compensation in a matter
of minutes with robust methodology, flexible inputs, and
easy online access. The Salary Evaluation Tool evaluates the
economic impact of a host compensation offer; the Host Pay
Calculator evaluates a transferee’s purchasing power in host
terms.

				 www.illus.be

•

Brussels Relocation relocates
The new year has brought address changes for more than
one of our members it seems! Brussels Relocation moved
to a new location at the end of December.
New address: Chaussée de Bruxelles 94b, 1410 Waterloo
		

www.brussels-relocation.com

Business Traveler Briefings offer a quick, one-page solution
to the problem of estimating costs for your business travelers
by breaking down travel costs into average airfare and onsite costs, hotels, meals, and taxis. The briefings provide
helpful tips on what to expect when arriving, departing, and
getting around town as well as location-specific tips gleaned
from AIRINC’s regular on-site surveys. Visit them online for
additional information and orders.

•

•

Expat & Co revamp
Expat & Co too has found a new home for their ever-growing
team of international mobility insurance specialists. Along
with the new physical address also comes a brand new website and a series of new insurance solutions aimed at professional travellers, international organisations and more.
Be sure to visit them online to discover their latest products.
New address: Noordkustlaan 12, 1702 Groot-Bijgaarden
		

www.expatinsurance.eu

•
Kiddy and Junior Classes facelift
Continuing the trend for a fresh-faced new look is Kiddy
and Junior classes who have updated both their logo and
website. The new site offers a clear and easily accessible
overview of their group and private language courses both
here and abroad.
			

www.kiddyclasses.net

•
New home for Home Consult
Home Consult would also like to remind members of their
New address: Albert De Beusscherplein 2, 1933 Sterrebeek
			

www.home-consult.be

•
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www.air-inc.com

Be welcomed to B-aparthotel Kennedy!
B-Apart is proud to announce the opening of our first and
brand new B-aparthotel in The Netherlands! Located in the
vibrant city of The Hague, surrounded by the green tranquil
environment of Zorgvliet and situated in the Embassy quarter makes Kennedy perfect for both leisure and business
guests.
B-aparthotel Kennedy offers 60 spacious accommodations
with the privacy of an apartment and the service of a hotel!
With Scheveningen beach close by, B-aparthotel Kennedy is
close to almost every hotspot in the city.
			

www.b-aparthotels.com

•
Upcoming expansion for BRC
and new horizons for Viv Hermans
After 30 years of offering clients her unique brand of highly
personalised relocation services, Viv Hermans is handing
over the reigns of the Brilliant Relocation Centre to the BRC
team and the Gosselin Group at the end of January. She
feels that in light of the upcoming expansion of BRC in
Belgium and internationally it has become time to make way
for a visionary new generation, leaving her free to explore
new horizons.
		
		
www.brc-relocation.com

•
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The bright lights of St John’s International School
ISF Waterloo first to launch
Google Educators Group in Belgium (GEG)
Last September ISF became the first school to launch a
Google Educators Group (GEG). GEGs are independently run
communities of educators who inspire and empower each
other to meet the needs of students through technology
both in the classroom and beyond. Via face to face meetups,
and online activities, GEGs provide a way for educators
who are passionate about education and technology to
meet likeminded people and share, learn, and collaborate
together.
Through the GEG, ISF has already made connections with
numerous other schools in Belgium and plan to work also
with some local schools in Flanders”. At a Google event in
Brussels on October 21st, the group was launched to a wider
community of educators and schools throughout Flanders
that are using Google Apps, with the aim to increase the
membership of the group and have educators posting and
sharing in all the languages of Belgium. Since the launch
membership of the group has risen to over 100 members
from international and state schools from all over Belgium.
Interested? Anyone can join the group for free through
Google + at +GEG Belgium. Once a member, you can become
part of discussion groups, post, ask and answer questions
and will be invited to all upcoming events.
			

St. John’s International School finalized the installation of
floodlights on the sports field in mid-December. This allows for additional activities and practices for students from
across the school, extending the hours the sports field can
be used.
			
www.stjohns.be

•

The British School of Brussels (BSB) to take part in
Belgium-wide WW1 remembrance project
BSB students, staff and parents will have the opportunity to
participate in ‘Coming World Remember Me’, a public art
project commemorating the centenary of the end of World
War I during the week of 1-5 February.
The aim of this ambitious nationwide project is to make
600,000 clay models, each representing a life lost in Belgium
during World War I. BSB hopes to contribute more than 800
clay models made by students, staff and parents, which will
be unveiled in a large outdoor art installation in Ypres in
2018.
All the models will be given a dog tag, the universal system
of identification for soldiers. This will display the name of
one of the victims and the name of one of the makers. The
cost of making the model is €5, with half of the money going
to support charities involved with victims of conflict today.

www.isfwaterloo.org

•
Relocation businesses presented to schools
Walter Vermeeren of NOVA Relocation was one of the 350
entrepreneurs presenting his business as an entrepreneur
to 18 years old students in 600 schools. This is the VLAJO
Project (Entrepreneurs Teaching – Ondernemers voor de
Klas) to motivate young students for entrepreneurship and
to increase mutual understanding between employers and
potential employees. It also creates for us an opportunity
to promote the relocation businesses as such.
Many well know entrepreneurs took part in this project.
A few names: Bart Claes (JBC), Herman Van de Velde (Van
de Velde), Ben Spaas (Spaas Kaarsen), Martine Reynaers
(Reynaers Aluminium), Fons Leroy (VDAB), Karel Cardoen
(Cardoen), Wouter De Geest (BASF Antwerpen), Dirk
Coorevits (Soudal) and Volker Weintritt (Bayer).
“Ondernemers voor de Klas” is an initiative of Vlajo
supported by Pulse Foundation, ETION, VKW Limburg and
project partners BNP Paribas Fortis, Essenscia, JCI and
Partena.
		
www.novagrp.eu

•

www.britishschool.be

•
Martin’s Hotels to launch Urban Resort in 2017
Located between the lake and the heart of the city, the 108room Martin’s Louvain-la-Neuve hotel − which will open its
doors in 2017 − will share its reception lobby with Martin’s
All Suites, a 103-suite apartment hotel that offers an even
more comfortable alternative for short-, medium- and longterm stays (from 1 day to 1 year).
All guests will be able to enjoy a lounge bar, a restaurant, a
City Spa (spa, wellness, and fitness) and meeting facilities.
Oriented towards both business and pleasure, this hotel
complex will be resolutely focused on sustainable innovation,
while benefiting from the long tradition of service cherished
by John Martin and his team.
www.martinshotels.com

•
And last but not least, Bogaerts International School is very
much looking forward to welcoming our members at the
upcoming ABRA Member Meeting on Tuesday, March 15th!
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ABRA Member Meeting - Thursday 17th September 2015
The Thursday 17 September meeting was held at Antwerp International School, Veltwijcklaan 180, 2180 Ekeren-Antwerp.
ABRA president Isabelle Premont presided over the meeting and presented past president Eddy Bonne with a token thank-you
gift for his years of dedicated service to the association and its members. Guest speaker Larry Moffett spoke about the opportunities for expats to get involved with their host communities. AIS generously raffled off a number of prizes to the lucky
winners.
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Have you just moved, or are you about to move, to Belgium ?
In that case expert advice and support can be useful.
That is precisely what ING can offer you for all your
banking and insurance needs, even before you arrive.
With ING you can benefit from a contact who speaks

your language and a dedicated Call Centre. What
better welcome could you wish for? Have a try by
calling one of our staff on + 32 (0)2 464 66 64 or by
surfing to ing.be/expat
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